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Tuesday 10th November

L.O. I can use prepositional phrases in my writing. 
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This week we will be looking at prepositional phrases and using 
them at the beginning of our sentences.

A preposition is a word that indicates time, place or cause. 

A prepositional phrase usually includes a preposition, a noun or 
pronoun and may include an adjective. It does not include the 
verb!
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For example; 

Across the floor 

Under the bed

Beside the door

On top of the table 

A prepositional phrase is used at the beginning of a sentence 
or at the end but it includes a preposition, noun and an object.  
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Where is the pupil standing?
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Where is the bird flying?
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Where did the man walk?
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Can you use the following cards to think of sentences with 
prepositional phrases in?
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Can you organise which ones are prepositional phrases and which 
ones are prepositions?

Prepositional Phrase
Preposition

since 

underneath the bedin the box
up the hill

adjacent to

across
into 

beside the bench 
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Underline all the prepositional phrases in the sentences below. 

1. The boy kicked his ball in the park and it rolled across the 
grass. 

2. Due to the traffic, we were late to school.

3. In the fridge, the milk was leant against the orange juice.

4. On top of the table, the cat was chasing its tail. 
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Fill in the prepositional phrases in the sentences below. 

1. The cup rolled 

2. I have been late every day since  

3. I will be going to my friends house 

4.                    , we always go to McDonalds. 

underneath the table. 
since my alarm stopped working. 

at the weekend. After football
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Below is a description of a messy bedroom. Underline all the 
prepositional phrases in the text. There are ten altogether!
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TASK: Complete the worksheet.

Extension: 

Can you write a few sentences including prepositional phrases 
about a room in your house?
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